Changes from release/21.2.84.0
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AssociationUtils
03 Dec 2019
28359 Option to apply b-tag aware OR only for electrons below pT threshold Analysis Recommendation

DerivationFrameworkExotics
30 Nov 2019
28098 EXOT27 for V(had)+MET Derivation Exotics
29 Nov 2019
Adding
28353 HLT_xAOD__TrigMissingETContainer_TrigEFMissingET_topocl_PUC to EXOT9 and EXOT17 Derivation Exotics

DerivationFrameworkHiggs
03 Dec 2019
28443 21.2 higg1 d1 updates 2019 12 2 Derivation
02 Dec 2019
28352 Update lepton thresholds in HIGG1D2 Derivation

DerivationFrameworkMCTruth
03 Dec 2019
28386 Catching case where first truth vertex is nullptr Derivation
02 Dec 2019
28398 Protecting against warning in derivation production Derivation

IsolationSelection
03 Dec 2019
28408 Added more useful warning messages to iso selection tool Analysis

JetMomentTools
27 Nov 2019
28268 FakeBkgTools: LhoodMM_tools can now loop over systematic variations Analysis Tools

JetMomentTools
30 Nov 2019
28298 JetForwardJvtToolBDT: Removed need for WP config when running in DF JetEtmiss Reconstruction

PATJobTransforms
28 Nov 2019
28321 Fixing more warnings in truth derivations Analysis Derivation

PyJobTransforms
03 Dec 2019
28424 Adding truth derivations to output map Derivation Tools

SUSYTools
02 Dec 2019
28401 Updates for PHYSLITE running Analysis SUSYTools

TrigGlobalEfficiencyCorrection
28414 TrigGlobEffCorrTool bug fix for rarely-used trigger combination Analysis Recommendation Tools

29 Nov 2019
DerivationFrameworkExotics
28098 EXOT27 for V(had)+MET Derivation Exotics

TopSystematicObjectMaker
28339 Adding TightTrackOnly_FixedRad electron isolation to AnalysisTop Analysis AnalysisTop Egamma Recommendation

TopConfiguration
28339 Adding TightTrackOnly_FixedRad electron isolation to AnalysisTop Analysis AnalysisTop Egamma Recommendation

TopCPTools
28339 Adding TightTrackOnly_FixedRad electron isolation to AnalysisTop Analysis AnalysisTop Egamma Recommendation

29 Nov 2019
DerivationFrameworkExotics
Changes going from release/21.2.83.0 --> release/21.2.84.0
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AnalysisBase
22 Nov 2019
28203 Truth Derivation Tests Build Derivation
AthAnalysis
22 Nov 2019
28203 Truth Derivation Tests Build Derivation
AthDerivation
22 Nov 2019
28203 Truth Derivation Tests Build Derivation
BoostedJetTaggers
25 Nov 2019
28207 Decorate Ntrk of parent jet to trimmed jet JetEtmss Reconstruction
DerivationFrameworkART
25 Nov 2019
28249 Added ART tests for new format; EXOT28 Derivation
20 Nov 2019
28158 Added ART tests on BphysLS stream for STDM7 Derivation
28003 DAOD_EXOT28 (ATLASG-1516) Derivation Exotics
DerivationFrameworkAnalysisTests
22 Nov 2019
28203 Truth Derivation Tests Build Derivation
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28003 DAOD_EXOT28 (ATLASG-1516) Derivation Exotics
DerivationFrameworkAnalysisTests
22 Nov 2019
28203 Truth Derivation Tests Build Derivation

27 Nov 2019
DerivationFrameworkInDet
28272 Adding protection for trigger paths in DerivationFrameworkJetEtMsis
27923 Major cleanup of JETM1/JETM8 Derivations
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28265 Bugfix for soft muons in TopAnalysis
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Adding invisible momentum to truth
taus Derivation Tau changes-derivation-output
FlavorTagDiscriminants
21 Nov 2019
28170 EDM safety fix: always add dR decorations to VR
jets Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss bugfix
20 Nov 2019
28101 Allow the user to replace inputs and outputs for
DL2 Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss
28110 Add VR Jet overlap decorator Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss
JetMomentTools
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
20 Nov 2019
28151 Fix bug in Rpt calculation for
JetForwardPFlowJvtTool JetEtmiss Recommendation Reconstruction bugfix
JetRecTools
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
JetUtils
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
METReconstruction
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
MVAUtils
22 Nov 2019
27921 Generalize BDT in
MVAUtils Analysis Egamma Reconstruction changes-derivation-output
MuonEfficiencyCorrections
21 Nov 2019
27115 Towards high precision MCP recommendations Analysis Recommendation
MuonSelectorTools
21 Nov 2019
27115 Towards high precision MCP recommendations Analysis Recommendation
PFlowUtils
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
PanTauAlgs
25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
SUSYTools
28053 Update of Truth Rivet Tool Derivation Generators
FlavorTagDiscriminants
28170 EDM safety fix: always add dR decorations to VR
jets Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss bugfix
MuonEfficiencyCorrections
27115 Towards high precision MCP recommendations Analysis Recommendation
MuonSelectorTools
27115 Towards high precision MCP recommendations Analysis Recommendation
SUSYTools
27902 Timestamped btagging data
TauAnalysisTools
28055 Resolve first part of ATLTS
tkaLs
20 Nov 2019
DerivationFrameworkART
28158 Added ART tests on BphysLS stream for STDM7 Derivation
28003 DAOD_EXOT28 (ATLASG-1516) Derivation Exotics
DerivationFrameworkCore
28003 DAOD_EXOT28 (ATLASG-1516) Derivation Exotics
DerivationFrameworkExotics
28143 Add photon support triggers to EXOT5 Derivation
28003 DAOD_EXOT28 (ATLASG-1516) Derivation Exotics
DerivationFrameworkFlavourTag
28118 Added HLT_mu trigger
DerivationFrameworkJetEtmiss
28147 Modified JETM12 to retrieve
DerivationFrameworkMCTruth
28086 Updating TRUTH1 and
DerivationFrameworkSM
28157 Add physics stream-dependent
DerivationFrameworkTau
28123 Adding invisible momentum to truth
FlavorTagDiscriminants
28101 Allow the user to replace inputs and outputs for
DL2 Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss
28110 Add VR Jet overlap decorator Analysis BTagging JetEtmiss
JetMomentTools
28151 Fix bug in Rpt calculation for
JetForwardPFlowJvtTool
19 Nov 2019
DerivationFrameworkHiggs
28111 Fixing small typos in truth
21 Nov 2019
27902 Timestamped btagging container support in SUSYTools Analysis SUSYTools TauAnalysisTools

21 Nov 2019
28055 Resolve first part of ATLTAU-1639 "21.2 " Analysis Tau TopAnalysis

27 Nov 2019
28265 Bugfix for soft muons in AnalysisTop Analysis AnalysisTop TopCPTools

27 Nov 2019
28266 Enabling Continuous b-tag WPs for PFlow jets Analysis AnalysisTop Recommendation TrkVKalVrtCore

21 Nov 2019
28056 VKalVrt, optimizations Derivation Tracking TruthRivetTools

21 Nov 2019
28053 Update of Truth Rivet Tool Derivation Generators egammaMVACalib

22 Nov 2019
27921 Generalize BDT in MVAUtils Analysis Egamma Reconstruction changes-derivation-output xAODMissingET

25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau xAODPFlow

25 Nov 2019
27737 Avoiding pFlow charge comparisons to zero and using isCharged() instead EDM JetEtmiss Reconstruction Tau
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